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 Why Do We Care?
Frank Drake, 1961











N = Total number of civilizations in Milky Way
R* = Rate of Star Formation
f
p
= fraction of R that have planetary systems
n
e
= number of planets in those systems with habitable zones
f
e
 = the fraction of those with life
f
i
 = the fraction of those with intelligent life
f
c
 = the fraction of those which create civilizations that advertise their existence
L = the time those civilizations send signals into space (I Love Lucy)
Sara Seager, 2013
N = N* x f
Q








N = Number of planets with detectable signs of life
N* = Number of stars observed
f
Q
= fraction of those that are quiet
f
HZ
 = the fraction of stars with rocky planets in the habitable zone
f
O
 = the fraction of those planets that can be observed
f
L
 = the fraction of those that have life
f
S
 = the fraction of those on which that life produces a detectable signature gas
  
History -- Wobbles, Proper Motion
















Knowing period and average distance, 
solve for total mass.
  
By Solarsystembarycenter.gif: Carl Smithderivative work: Rubik-wuerfel (talk) - 
http://s173.photobucket.com/user/CarlSmith_2007/media/Sun%20SSB/ssb-orbit-col.gif.html 
GIF, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9952653
Φ ~ 1.5 lt_sec/ 4_lt_year = 1.5/(4*π*1e7) =10-8 radians
Φ = 10-8 radians * 57 deg/radian * 3600 arcsec/deg = 2 marcsec






inside Earth, ~ 4671 km 
from center
  
History -- Wobbles, Doppler Shifts
Light source moving away from the observer, the observed wavelength will get longer, and hence 
REDSHIFTED
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By Aldaron, a.k.a. Aldaron - Own work, based on a figure by E.A.L. and used with permission, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7410029
V ~ 2*π* 1e6 km / (10*π*1e7 sec) = 20 m/sec
Planet Mass Distance Radial velocity 
                             AU                          (v
radial
)
Jupiter 1 28.4 m/s 
Jupiter 5 12.7 m/s 
Neptune 0.1 4.8 m/s 
Neptune 1 1.5 m/s 
Super-Earth  0.1 1.4 m/s 
(5 M )⊕
Alpha Centauri Bb 0.04 0.51 m/s
(1.13 ± 0.09 M ) ⊕
Super-Earth  1 0.45 m/s 
(5 M )⊕
Earth 1 0.09 m/s 
Doppler Spectroscopy
Mass and distance from parent star of 
planets discovered through 2013 using 
radial velocity.  Light gray dots are planets 
discovered using other methods.
  
History -- Stellar Eclipses
  
From http://spaceweathergallery.com, taken by Nunzio Micale in Vieste, Italy.
Mercury Transit, May 9, 2016
  
Kepler Mission
Launched March 6, 2009
- Monitor 100,000 main-sequence stars
- Mission lifetime of 3.5 yrs to 6 yrs
- In Earth-trailing heliocentric orbit
- Stares at same fov over lifetime
- Has a 0.95 m photometer
- Primary mirror: 1.4 m 
- Bandpass: 4300-8900 Angstroms
- Extra-solar planet must be edge on to us
- To reliably detect planets in habitable zone, 
   transits are once per year...must have four
- Second reaction wheel failed 2013 May 11, 
   ending the primary mission.  
  






CCDs read out 
every six seconds
co -added for ~60s
(short cadence)
co-added for ~29 min
(long cadence)






Kepler-186f, the first rocky planet to be found within the habitable zone, ~500 ly away.
HD 209458b (Osiris), the first exoplanet to be seen in transit. A hot Jupiter, it is 150 ly away.
Kepler 22b, at 600 ly away, is in the habitable zone of its Sun-like star.  
HR 8799, at 130 ly away, has four large planets, each 2-3 times the mass of 
Jupiter.
OGLE-2005-BLG-390Lb (Hoth), ~5.5 times mass of Earth, 20,000 ly away is NOT in the











Not Exoplanets -- Flare Stars
Artist  
Concept
Flares common on all stars
Spots on flare stars are, in general, larger than on non-flare stars
Long flares from stars with low surface gravities
Flare energies correlated with stellar luminosity and radius
Flare stars across the H–R diagram, L.A. Balona, in MNRAS, 2015 
In a 2013 study, of stars with spectral classes ranging from F8 to G8, 1547 superflares 
were found on 279 solar-type stars.  The most intense events increased the brightness 
of the stars by 30% and had an energy of 1036 ergs. White-light flares on the Sun change 
the brightness by about 0.01%, and the strongest flares have a visible-light energy of 
about 1032 ergs.
Superflares on solar-type stars, Hiroyuki Maehara, et al., Nature,  2012 
  
KIC 8462852: WTF object, Where's the Flux? 
Younger star with coalescing material 
around it
Planetary debris field








20,000 X solar brightness
  
Results in ApJ paper: FALSE POSITIVE PROBABILITIES FOR ALL KEPLER OBJECTS OF INTEREST:




  Closest Earth-like planet in habitable zone (statistically) at about 11 ly





Along with ground-based observatories, K2 will survey millions of stars in the 
direction of the center of the Milky Way for evidence of even more exoplanets. 
  
  
100,000,000 stars, 70% main sequence, 25% M stars...
984 previously confirmed, 1284 newly validated 
Approximately 2 more years of fuel
